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NOTES OX

ri!EHlST(»l![C MAN IN EGVl'T

AND

TirE fJ']BANOX.*

I

IN my rt>cent visit to Ey:ypfc and Syria, I was very dosii-oiis
to learn as niueli as possible respectiiiir the traces of

prehistoric men in tlieso countries. In Egypt I was nn-
successful in obtainino- any certain evidence of tlie existence
of inan earhcr than the historical period ; but in Nortlieru
Syria, following ju the footsteps of Canon Tristram and other
explorers, more satisfactory results were obtained, and which
may contribute something to the facts already known.

Considerable attention has recently been given to the
question of the existence of prehistoric man in Kgvpt, in
consequence of the discovery of worked flints in vari(nis parts
of the country. More especially I nuiy refer to the papers of
Sir John Lubbock, i\[r. Fisher-Browne, Captain Burton,
Mr. Greg, Jind General Pilt-Eivers, in the Joimud of the
Anthroiioloyl.cal Institute, and that of Professor Haynes in
the Journal of the American Acaih-my of Sciences.
Egypt abounds in material for flint-working. Certain

beds of the Eocene limestone hold numerous, and often large
flint nodules, and, where these beds have been removed by
denudation, the residual flints are widely scattered over the
desert surfaces. There are also beds of gravel largely com-
posed of entire and broken specimens of these flints. That
the ancient Egyptians worked the flint nodules, and used flint
arrows and knives, is well known, and it is also believed
that flint flakes were used in the cutting of hieroglyphics on
the softer limestones. Careful examination with "the lens of

_

* The large muuber attending this meeting rendered it necessary to hold
It at the House of the Society of Arts, instead of the Institute's Lecture-
room

: the f'haiv was taken by Su' H. Barkly, G.C.M.O. K.C'.B. F.R.S.
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sculptured surfuccs of limestone convinces lue tluit tlio

liioroji^lypliics wore usunlly scratclicd witli slinrp points vjitlicr

tlian chiselled, and splinters of flint would ho very suitable!

for tliis ]iurpose. Buuernian has described* Hint picks ot"

trianj^ular and trapezif'orin shape fouiul in the ndnes worked
by the Egyptians at Wady Meghara, in the Sinai peninsula,

and states that the nuirks on the stone are such as these

tools would make. The nianuf'acture has been continued to

the present time, flints for muskets, and also for strike-

lights, to be carried with steel and tinder of vegetable fibre in

the tobacco-pouch, being still commonly made and sold. This

manufactiu'e is carried on at Assiont, and also at the village

of Kadasseh, near the Gizeh pyramids.

It follows from this that the occui'rcnco of flint chips or

flakes on the surface, and especially near " ateliers," vilhige

sites, or tombs, &c., carries with it no evidence of age, except

such as may be afforded by the condition or forms of the

flints ; and the former is somewhat invalidated by the con-

siderations that some flints weather more rapidly than others,

and that under certain conditions of exposure* weathering

occurs very rapidly; while the latter is of little value, as r.ho

rudest forms of Bints have been used for strike-lights and
other purposes in the most modern times. Nor is it

remarkable that worked flints are more common on the desert

surfaces than on the alluvial plain, since it is on the former

that the material for their manufacture is to be found, and on

the latter they are likely to have been buried by recent deposits.

The well-known locality near Ilelouan forms a good
example of the mode of occurrence of modern flint imple-

ments. At this place the worked flints, which are mostly of

the form of long, slender flakes and pointed spicules, occur

on the desert surface, or only under a little drifted sand, and
the locality where they are found is evidently an old village

site, as it has remains of foundations and tond)s, worked
blocks of limestone, and numerous fragments of burned
brick, which occur along with the flakes. The character of

the bricks would seem to indicate that the site was inhabited

in the Roman time, or later. The flakes may have been made
for use on the spot, perhaps in carving stone from the neigh-

bouring quarries ; or they may have been sold in Helouan or

in Memphis, as they now are in Assiout and Cairo. Arrow-
heads are said to have been found at Helouan, but 1 saw none
of these, unless, indeed, some of the pointed flakes might

* Journal of the Geological Society, vol. xxv,
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have been iiiteiuled f(jr this use. It is worthy of remark thivt

the desert near Heljuaii is less abundantly supplied with flint

nodules than most other j)lnces, so that the material may have
been brouj^ht from some distance. The flakes are usually

much discoloured on the surfuce, many of them being of a

kind of flint which blackens on weathering; but some of

them of a difl'erent kind of flint are comparatively fresh in

appearance. The {)rincipal locality is about half a mile stiuth-

west of the present town, and apparently on the line of an old

track leading from the quarries to the river. (PI. II., Figs. (3, 7.)

A difl'erent conclusion would be warranted if such worked
flints were found in old deposits, anterior to the times of

Egyptian civilisation. A case of this kind seems to be
furnished by the discovery, reported by General Pitt-Uivers,

in the Jourmd of t/ie Atithrujiolojical Institute,'^ of flint

flakes in an old gravel at a place called by the natives

Jebel Assart, at the mouth of the ravine of i3ab-el-Molook,

in which are the tombs of the kings, near Thebes. I have
examiuetl this place with some care, and am convinced of the

antiquity of the gravel. It constitutes a stratified bed of

considerable area, 25 feet in thickness, and with intercalated

layers of sandy matter mixed with smuU stones. These
layers are entirely different from the Nile mud, and are made
up of fine debris of the Eocene rocks, with small stoties and
broken iiiuts. They indicate moie tranquil deposition, pro-

ceeding in the intervals of the gravel deposits and under water.

General Pitt-Rivers refers to only one of these beds, but in the

deeper sections three may be observed (Fig. 1). The whole mass
has been cemented by calcareous infiltration so as to constitute

a rock of some hardness. It is true it consists of the same
materials now washed down the ravine by the torrents caused
by winter rains, namely, paitially-rounded masses of lime-

stone and flints, whole and broken, but it must have been
formed at a time when the ravine was steeper and less

excavated than at present, and probably subject to more
violent inundations, and when it must have carried its gravel

into a larger Nile than the present, or possibly into an arm of

the sea. It is, in all probability, one of the Pleistocene gravels

of the valley, which belong to a period of subsidence indicated

by similar beds in other places, and also by the raised beaches
and the rocks covered with modern oysters and bored by
lithodomous shells, which are seen near Cairo and at Gizeh,

at the heiflrht of 200 feet above the sea.

* No. 31), May, 1^82.



Along tv wiidy or niviiio cut iliroiiHh the oed by tliu

inodeni torronts, tlio ancient I'^i'-yptian.s liav(! fxcavatctl

tombs in tlio hnvd gravel. lint, independently of this,

a geoloijfist wonld have littlo donbt as to its ])rehistoric

ago. The doubt hero lies with respect to the flints. The
bed is full of broken flints, as are the Tiiodern gravels carried

down tho ravine at present, and ind(>ed all gravels (ornied by
powerful torrents or surf-action in flint »listricts. These
result from tho violent ini]nnging of stones on the flints, and
therefore have nil tho characters of specimens broken by
hand, except that they have no determinate forms. In this

respect the l)r(,)ken flints found in these beds dilTer from those

found at Uelouan,oi' in tho bono caves of the In-banon, and
resemble those which may bo foutid in any bed of gravel

formed by violent mechanical action. It is true, a few out of

tliousatuls of shaj)eless flakes mi^dit be likened t(') flat flakes

formed by man ; but tho same projiortion of such foi-ms may
be found in tho modern (li'Iirin of the torrents. The main
point at issue in respect to these forms is tho importance
attached to what is termed a "bulb of percussion," pnnluced
by a sharp blow striking ofT a flake. 'J'hat this is usually an
evideiu-e of human agency may bo admitted ; but since it

may be ])roduced by the action of a water-driven stone, it

cannot be regarded as an infallible proof, except when sus-

tained by other evidences of the presence of man.
The specimens figured as from this bed by General

Pitt-]?ivors are in no respect exceptions to this, and I dug
out many similar ones from tho same beds, but none which
could with any certainty be assigned to human agency. 1 do
not, of course, refer to those which he describes from tombs
and from the surface, one of which is a finely-formed knife,

with edges modified by pressure. Another, supposed, to bo

for scraping or polishing shatts of spears, is like specimens of

worn strike-lights from the pouches of modern Arabs. (PI. II.,

Fig. 8.) The annular nodules figured by General Pitt-Pivers,

which are numerous in some of the limestones, of course

liave no connexion with the worked flints, and the specimens
which he figures from the surface, though some of them are

no doubt ancient, are probably in part natural and in part

from tho littlo heaps left by Arabs aiid others in ])laces

where they have been shaping flints for muskets or for

strike-lights. I obtained numbers of such surface specimens,

evidentlv of more recent date than the old n^ravels above
referred to, and whose mode of occurrence renders it impos-
sible to decide as to their origin or antiquity. There is no
foundation in fact for the statement that flint in Egypt has Pi
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and though llake.s and chips aro numerous near tojubs,

quarries, and village sites, they aro also very abutidant in tho

places where tho Hint is found. T found no largo hatchets of
" paheolithic " form in l'lgy[)t, but purchased a spear-liko

weajxni (jf polished slate, said to have bei-n found in a tomb,
and a beautifid little polisbod hatchet of jade, perforateil for

susj)ension as an ornament.
1 may add that the hardened gravel ami silt above refcM-red

to all'oriled no fossils, except those in limestone jiebbles, iind a

few irregidar root-like bodies in the iiner bands, and which
mj. have b(>en arpuitic plants, and would go to confirm tho

conclusion that the bods were deposited under water.

The Lebanon Mountains, composed as they aro principally

of horizontal or slightly inclined beds of limestone of ditl'erent

degri'ss of hardness, and traversed by many .'aultsand fissures,

are eminently suited for the jiroduction of caverns and rock
shelters available for human residence or for slu'ltering animals,

and such caverns accordinylv abound in most iiarts of tho

rnnge, and have, from the earliest pei'iods, been employed for

these purposes. These caverns aro, with respect to their

origin, of two kinds,—river caverns and sea-cliff caverns.

The former have been excavated by streams running under-
ground along lines of fissure which they have enlarged into

tunnels. A remarkable example of this kind is the Gi'otto of

the Kahr-el-Kelb, or Dog Hiver, the ancient Jjycus, which
was explored in 1873 by Messrs. .^larshall, liliss, Brigstoke,

and Huxley, and found to extend for 1,250 yards, and to

expand into large halls with magnificent stalactites. Another
is that from which the nei<>'hbourin<»' mountain stream of Ant
Elias issues like a gigantic fountain. These water-caves may
ultimately become dry, by tho streams finding a lower level,

either in tho rock itself or in some adjacent ravine, this being,

perhaps, sometimes determined by the jiartial falling-in or

choking of the cavern itself. In the ravine of ^Vnt Elias, in

addition to the present water-cave, there is one wliich lias

become perfectly dry, and thei-e are renniins of others wliich

have been cut into and unroofed by the further excavation of

the ravine.

The second class of caverns,—those excavated by the sea,

—

may bo seen in process of formation at many places on tho

coast, where the waves have cut into fissures or have undercut
the harder beds. They are usually not veiy deep, and are



often mere shelters or overhanging ledges. Such caverns arc

frequent on the old inland cliH's which have been subjected to

erosion when the land stood at a lower level. Caverns of

both these classes contain evidences of their use by man.
The remains of an ancient cavern were discovered in 18G4

by the Kev. Canon Tristram in the celebrated maritime pass

at the mouth of the Nahr-el-Kelb, and were thus described

by him ;

—

" The position of this mass of bone was several feet above
the height of the present roadway, but below the level of the

ancient Egyptian track. Tlie remains extend i'ov perhaps
124 feet, and it has probably formed the Hooriugof an aucicnt

cavern, the roof ot which must have been cut away by liamesea

to Ibrm his road or to obtain a surface fbi'his tablet. From the

position of the deposit, it would seem as though the Hoor of

the cave had once extended to the sea-face of the clitt", and
that the remaining portion was excavated by Antonine for his

road, leaving only the small portion which we examined.^'

(He then notices the fallen masses of breccia which have
been thrown down on the talus formed in making the road.)

"The bones are all in fragments, the remains, in all pro-

bability, of the feasts of the makers of the rude implements.
Four of the teeth have belonged to an ox somewhat resembling
the ox of our peat-mosses, and one of them probably to a
bison. Of the othei's, some may probably be assigned to the

red-de(!r or reindeer, and another to an elk.''

Lartet has described the caves of this district in his geo-

logical report of the expedition of the Due de Luynes, and
Fraas has devoted some space to them in Aus ditii Orient.

The latter specities as found in these caverns, Ursiis arcios,

l'\'liti .spcliVd, lliiinoceros iichvrliinuf<, ii^o-y ^Ti.s'fu.s, />V(tV Jy?•i^v7^s,

and remains of Uquus, Cervius, and Capra, an assemblage
which may well be called prehistoi-ic, even in a country

whose history extends so far back as that of Syria. Lartet,

however, mentions only species of stag, goat, antelope, &c.,

all of them believed to have been found in the Lebanon in

early historic times.

i had the pleasure of visiting this place in company with

Rev. Dr. JBliss, of the Bey rout College, in February last, and
endeavoured, as far as possible, to supplement and perfect the

observations of Canon Tristram (PI. i., Fig. 2).

At the point in question, the present road, which is probably

nearly identical with that cut by the Roma!is, is about 100 feet

above the sea-level, from which the bank rises in a steep slope,

compos ed of i'allen blocks of stone. The road bends inward
into the clilf, which here recedes in a little cove fncing tlic
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N.W., at the bottom of which was the cave. The remains of

this consist of a stahigmite floor, about 18 inches in its

general thickness, extending inward from the road toward the

cliff about six paces, and in breadth along the road about

nine paces. The roof and sides of the cave are gone, but at

the back the vertical cliff presents a sort of niche with the

top slightly arched, and corresponding to the back of the

cave, which must have been nine yards broad and of consi-

derable height, with an arched roof. It has evidently been a

sea-cave, excavated at the bottom of a small cove or indenta-

tion in the clitf", and at a time when the sea was about

100 feet above its present level. Near the cave, the clirt'

rises in a scries of little terraces, on wdiich grain had been
sown ; and over the top runs an old road or track which seems
to have been that in use whea the early Assyrian and Egyptian
tablets were cut on the rock, as they are evidently related to

the level of this and not to that of the present road.

Whether the roof of the cavern had fallen in before the

Eoman road was made is uncertain ; but it is clear that the

floor of tiie cave was cut into in making the road, and at least

the debris of its sides and roof used in forming the bank, as

large masses, both of the stalagmite and of the limestone rock,

lie on the slope, some of the latter holding characteristic

cretaceous corals, which belong to the soft bed in which the

cave was originally excavated. A large slab of the bone- breccia

eight feet in length, now forms part of the parapet of the

road, and would make a magniflcent museum specimen. The
exposed surfaces of the stalagmite, and the pieces on the bank,
were carefully searched for teeth and bones and flint knives, and
the specimens found will be described in the sequel.* Search
was also made in the little terraces near the cave, and a few
flint flakes were found, but no other signs of human occupancy.
On the flat top of the clitf, over which the old track runs,

nothing was seen. The cretaceous limestone has an anticlinal

undulation at the locality of the caves, dipping W.S.W. at one
end, and N.E. at the other.

In the same cove with Tristram's cave, a little to the south

and thirty-five feet higher in the bank, another, though
smaller, cave exists, with its roof still entire. The floor of

this cave is of soft earth, and in digging in it nothing was
found. Near the mouth, however, was an oval bed made of

stones, lined with green rushes, on which some one had slept

* See appended Note. Prof. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S., has kindly under-
taken their more detailed examination.
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within a lew (lay?!, t'nniisliinfjf an oxainplo of tlio recent n.so of

this cavern.

In the next a(ljoinin<r cove to the south-west of TristraTn's

cave, Dr. ]?liss was so fortunate as to find tlie flour of a second
cavern still richer in remains than that of Tristram's cave,

from which it is distant two hundred and ten paces alonf*- the

road. Its roof is entirely g'one, the material having apparently

])een for the most part removed to form the road, though
vsome large blocks remain. The stalngmito floor is ten paces

broad, and in some places as much as four feet thick. It is

somewhat softer, and of a tuoi'O yellow colour, than that in

the other cave, but its contents in bones and flint knives

;)p))ear to be similar.

Between the two caves the n^vd passes round a point of rock
concealing the one from the other, and commanding an exten-

sive view of the coast from Beyrout to Tripoli. At this point

are the remains of a foundation of hard concrete, and near

it a plain shaft of grey granite pi'ojecting from the parapet of

the road, as if some monument had been erected, probably
in Eonian times, at this point.

It is to be observed that when these caverns were entire,

and before any road was ciit around the cliff, their occupants
would enjoy a position difficult of approach by enemies and
commanding an extensive view along the coast. There
would also be easy access to the shore and to the top of the

cliff, ami small terraces of ground capable of occupation and
even of culture, and, in any case, of sustaining trees available

for shelter and fuel. No running water is known nearer than
the river, but i nere are cavities in the rock which retain rain-

water, and, if, at the time of the occupancy of the caverns,

the land was a little higher than now, the Hat country found

at other parts of the coast raay have extended around this

promontory, and there may have been springs at the foot of

the cliff. The ledfjes of rock at the foot of these cliffs abound
in limpets and other shell-fish, and at the time of ray visit I

saw boys engaged in collecting these. If the sea had been
as near at the time of the occupation of the prehistoric caves,

we should have expected that their inhabitants would have
availed themselves of this source of food, and that numbers
of shells would have been found in their kitchen-middens.

As this is not the case, we have an additional reason to suppose

that the sea was then distant. If, at the period in question,

the maritime plain of this coast was much wider than at

present, this would have enabled herds of horses and deer to

migrate from north to south, and to find suitable pasturage,

and would also have afforded fit haunts for the rhinoceros.

L <
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It is evident, liowever, tliat any such condition of the

coast must have been anterior to tlie times of Phoenician

history.

It is also probable that the caves may have been occupied
occasionally, or at certain seasons, rather than continuously.

The bones and knives are not merely covered with stalagmitic

matter, but mixed with it, indicating that the deposit was in

progress when those remains were being accumulated. This
would also give evidence of a moi'e moist climate than that

prevailing at present, and probably a wooded condition of

the country, such as that referred to in the descriptions of

Ijobanon in the Old Testament, and which must have con-

tinued from the earliest times till the hills were finally denuded
of their trees by the agency of man;
Though it is possil)le that these caves may have remained

intact until the cutting of the Roman road, it seems more
probable that their nxjfs were removed previously, and the

appearance of the rock, along with the absence of any evidence

of late residence, agrees with the character of the animal
remains in indicating that their occupancy by man had been
brought to a close anterior to the times of history, and possibly

in the great submergence which closed the second continental

or antediluvian period. There is, in any case, no evidence of

any later occupancy than that by the early people whose debris

is enclosed in the stalagmite.

I may remark here that the knives in these caves are

made of the flint found in the immediate vicinity, and that

they differ in no respect from those of the later caves and
rock shelters of this region, except in perhaps being a little

broader and more massive. (PI. III.)

On the border of fSt. George's Bay, between the caves and
Ant Elias, I observed, near the shore, and at no great elevation,

a baud of red loam and stones in which were a few similar

flint flakes. The red earth in question is a remduie deposit

derived from the older red earth to be noticed in the sequel,

and which contains no stones or flints. The flakes contained
in this remanie earth may have been washed out of old caverns,
or from the surface of the ground at higher levels ; but
probably at a period historically very ancient.

The stream of Ant Elias, between Nahr-el-Kelb and lieyrout,

bubbles up from the bottom of a ravine, in front of a cavern,
along which its waters are carried as in a tunnel. On the
opposite or northern side of the valley, and a little higher
up, is another cavern, with a high arched entrance, and
about fifty feet above the bottom of the ravine (PI. I.,

Fig. o). On entering the cave it is found to be a tunnel

c
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penetrating for about fifty yards into the liineKtone rock,

in tlio direction of N. 60° E., and tlien turning off at

right angles to its former course, tho strike of the

cretaceous limestone being N. CO"^ W., with dip to the

S.W. Within, its floor is much encumbered with fallen

blocks, but near the entrance it presents an earthen floor with
only a few stones, some of uhem of largo size. Against the

sides are masses of stalagmite, some of which rise to a height
of six feet above the floor, and at the mouth is a ridge of

similar stalagmite, extending beyond tho mouth of the cave,

and indicating that the roof formerly projected farther tlian it

does at present. On the side of the cliff there are also the

remains of an old tunnel, long since cut away, and showing
only a part of one side. The stalagmite of this cavo contains

a few flint knives and bones, but diflers in appearance from
that in the Nahr-el-Kelb caves, and is less rich in remains.

The earthen floor is a very ricli do])osit of flint knives and
bones, the former very thin and well made, and accompanied
by a few small cores (PI. II.). It is possible that the stalag-

mite of this cave may belong to the time of the primitive

people who lived in the Nahr-el-Kelb caves ; and that,

after their deposits had been sealed up in this material and
some portions of the front of the cavern removed by erosion, it

had been again occupied by a similar rude people, whose
debris is found in the earth. But it is also possible that the

stalagmite may be no older than the cavo earth; and tho

excavations I was able to make are not sufficient fully to

decide this question. The cave earth I would refer to tho

same age with that of certain rock-shelters discovered on tho

banks of the Nahr-el-Kelb, and which are stated by Lartet to

contain remains only of the recent animals of the country.

Among the remains in the Ant Elias cave are bones of

birds, and shells of the large Helix {IT. pomatia) now common
in the country, and still used as food. This species was not
seen in the older deposits. A shell of a species of Turbo still

common on the coast was also found.

The cavern at Ant Elias is large enough to have accommo-
dated a considerable tribe of ancient Troglodytes, and the

time during which it was so occupied need not have been
very long, provided the occupants were numerous. The
country at the time was no doubt wooded and well stocked

with game, and the primitive people may have been prodigal

of flint knives, as abundance of material for their manufac-
ture exists in the neighbouring limestones. They may also,

as it seems likely the Belgian people of the Reindeer ago
were accustomed to do, have instituted baffucs, and made up

"3
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quantities of pcnmiican or preserved moat for subsequent use

with the flesh of the animals slaughtered.

Mr. West, of the Beyrout College, has promised to make
further explofations in this cave, and to give particular

attention to the teeth of mammals, to any objects of art other

than flint knives, and to any stratification that may exist in

the deposit.

Connected with the questions raised by the caverns, are the

flint flakes and implements found at the Ras of Beyrout, and
I believe first noticed by Mv. Chester in his report to the

committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund.*
The oldest rock seen in passing from Beyrout around the

point by the Lighthouse and Pigeon Island is the cretaceous

limestone, which at this place is remarkably rich in large flint

nodules. Upon the limestone rests a soft grey sandstone,

used for building in the town, aiid. containing in places frag-

ments of recent shells. It is similar in its character to the

modern sandstone of the Jaffa coast, and is, no doubt, of the

same age. At one of the quarries a stratum of indurated deep
red sand was seen to occur in the middle of the grey beds,

and large sand-pipes, which traverse the grey beds perpen-
dicularly, were filled with the same red sand, which also over-

lies the grey beds, and forms the surface of the highest part of

the point, where it is more or less covered with loose wind-
blown sand of a greyish colour. In one place, the lower gvcy
sandstone was seen to be about forty feet in thickness, and the

red sand is in some places as much as ten feet in thickness.

The summit of these deposits rises as high as 250 feet above
the sea-level. These sands are, probably, in great part

products of the waste of the red and grey arenaceous beds of

the lignififerous zone of the Lebanon cretaceous, which occurs
in the hills some distance behind. 'J'hey belong to the modern
or Pleistocene age, and to a time when the coast was submerged
to the amount of 250 feet below its present level. At a place

called the Bishop's Garden, behind 13eyrout, and opposite the

mouth of the ravine of the Beyrout river, there occurs a thick

bed of grey and red conglomerate, capped with red sand, and
which 1 believe to bo a more inland representative of the
coast deposit.

At the Pas of Beyrout the bed of red sand contains
no stones or other foreign bodies, except near the surface,

where it seems to have been disturbed and re-deposited by
the action of the rain-water ; but on its surface it holds small

* Quarterly Statement.
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Btones, fVfigineiits of coarso pottt>ry, and oven of glass, and
tliut flakes and itnpleineiits, wliich are jiartly covered with

blown sand (I'l. JJ.). Among the stones 1 fonnd fragments oE

vesicidar trap, which may have been imported for millstones,

and a small ])iece of Egyptian granite. All these bodies are

mixed together, without anything to determine tlieir relative

age.-n, and they arc most abundant at the surface of the red

sand, and immediately under the drifted sand, or wliero it has

been removed by the wind. The flint ilakes are much
whitened by w^eathering, and evidently of great antiquity, and
with them arc many large and irr(>gular flakes, ]n'obably

rejected as useless. A few spear and arrow heads have been
found at this place. 1 found only one fiagment of a^ lance or

spear, but this had evidently been worked with some skill by
])ressure on the edges, in the manner now employed by the

American Indians (PI. I., Fig. 1). A small ilake of obsidian,

with a rounded indentation at the edge, as if intended for use

as a ludlow scraper, was also found, and may indicate the

iiupoilat on of this material for the manufacture of implements.
'f'he fact that these flint implements occur along with

pottery and other city refuse, probably implies that they
belong to the historic period; and the reason of their occur-

rence h(>re may be that the place was occupied by native

tribes who came to trade with or to attack the I'hccnician

ci)lony ;
oi- ihat it was resorted to by such people, because of

rhe aijundauce of good ilint in the limestone neai- this pkace.

Qlie de])osit might thus seem to connect the time of the

foundation of the early Phoenician colony with that of the
later flint folk. It is, however, possible that "n older deposit

of flints may have subsequently been buried \\itli city refuse,

which is still being carted out to this place; or, on the other

hand, that the citizens of JJerytus may have continued to use

flint flakes and arrows at the same time with pottery, and
when tluy wore building edifices of stone.

A curious instance of this connexion was mentioned to me by
Mr. Sarruf, of the lieyrout College. He had ibund in a grave
in the J.ebanon, lance-heads of bronze and copper, along with
ilint flakes, thus shcnvino- (he continued use of the latter after

the natives had obtained weapons of bronze. On the other

hand, Dr. .lessup, of the American Mission, has found, near
'i'yi'e, ancient tombs excavated in the bone-breccias of older

prehistf)rie caverns.

Thus, in the Lebanon, we appear to have evidence of ante-

diluviaji or post-glacial cave-dwellers, belonging to the earliest

known rac(s of men, and of later Troglodytes and flint ])eople,

who must have continued in the ctuntry till it was colonised

^:
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by tlic Canaanites and Phoenicians, and who may have occupied

tlio remoter <(lens of the mountains down to a comparatively

recent time.

It is to bo observed here that the present bare condition of

these mountains must be quite diH'erent from their primitive

state, when they must have been clothed with forests, and
were probably inhabited by many kinds of g'ame long since

extinct. In this state, also, they would be much more
abundantly watered than at present, and would possess a

more equable, though on the whole cooler, climate.

It is also interesting to note the possible connexion of at

least the later cave-dwellers of the Lebanon with some of

those primitive peoples referred to by Moses in the Book of

Deuteronomy, as having inhabited Palestine before its colonisa-

tion by the Canaanites and Seiuites.

If we endeavour, in conclusion, to sum up the later geo-

logical history of the Lebanon district, we may conclude that,

like other parts of Syria, it experienced considerable elevatory

movements at the close of the Eocene period, and further

elevation in the Pliocene ; that in the Pleistocene period it

was submerged to the extent of several hundred feet, and at

this time many of the ancient sea-cliffs and caverns were cut

;

and that in the early modern or post-glacial age it partook of

the elevati(m which at this time seems to have affected the

whole coasts of the Mediterranean. It may have been in this

time of elevation, when there was probably much more land

at the eastern end of the Mediterranean, that men first

appeared and took possession of the country, and established

themselves in the caves. These, however, they probably

occupied only at those seasons when they needed such shelter,

or when they resorted to the hills in pursuit of game. They
may have had other stations, now submerged, in the low grounds
or by the sea-coast. This state of things was closed by the

great post-glacial submergence or deluge, of which we are

now finding so many evidences in different parts of the world,

and after tliis the present geographical conditions were estab-

lished, and the period of history commenced. In this, the

country, then wooded and tenanted by wild animals, was first

occupied by rude tribes, probably of Tui'anian or Hamite
origin, and afterwards by the more civilised Phoenicians.

)f ante-

earliest

people,

)l()nised

^
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NOTE ON TEETH AND BONES, AND ON FLINT

IMPLEMENTS.

Pnor. Dawkins has been so kind as to examine in a prelinnnary niinncr

the speciniens of teeth, &c,, collected, and has authorised me to state that

the breccia from the Pass of Nahr-el-Kelb contains remains of Rhinoceros

(probably Ji. tichorhiaus), Cervus, Bos, and Eipiua. In tlie cirth uf the

probably more modern cave of Ant Elian are teeth of the ho;,', and of the

goat or sheep, jtnd an antler of the roe-deer. These facts are sufficient to

indicate the earlier date of the Nahr-el-Kelb caverns, as stated above ; but

more detailed examination of the fragments of breccia collected will, no

doubt, doveJope other points of interest. It is to be observed here that at

the Nahr-el-Kelb River, Lartet has found a rock shelter which contains

remains similar to those of Ant Elias, but these have not yet been found

in connexion with the old caverns at the Pass.

In the breccia of Nahr-el-Kelb there are large and small knives of the

ordinary form, curved Hakes roughly chipped at one fide, triangular Hakes

chipped at the edges (Pis. II. and III.), and a flake with the point rounded,

and slightly chipped as if for a scraper. There are also remains of cores,

and many minute chips, indicating that implements were made on the spot.

No large implements of the Palieolithic type were observed. No charcoal

was noticed, but a few of the fragments of bone have a brown colour, as if

from exposure to fire. Some of the flint knives are perfectly fresh on their

surfaces, others are much whitened and decayed.

In Plate 111. I have represented some adilitional flint implements worked

out from the breccia of the Nahr-el-Kelb Pass. Fig. 1 is a knife or scraper

partly embedded in the breccia. One side has been shaped by fine chipping,

or perhaps worn by use in scraping. Fig. 2 is part of a large flake, which

may originally have been a spear or lance, but has been much worn at one

side by use as a knife or scraper. Fig. 3 is a flake, which has had a curved

no', ch chipped in one end, and the upper side chipped by use. Fig. 4 is a

rough one-edged knife, much worn and chipped. Fig. 5 may possibly have

been the end of a spear or arrow. Besides these there was found in a mass of

the breccia a fragment of a stone hammer of diorite, broken by use. It

may have been a naturally smoothed stone, or may have been artificially

polished. As this kind of stone is not found at the locality, it may have

been brought from some distance. It was reduced to a very fragile condition

by decay of its felspar. There was also found in the breccia a fragment of

crystalline alabaster, which may have been employed in the manufacture of

ornaments, but no carvings or ornaments were observed.

\^?
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In the cave earth at Ant Elias there are numerous and well-made flint

knives (I'l, If., Fijrs. ii, 3). Some of these are very thin and delicate. There

I
Hre also scrapers rounded and chipped at the edj,'es, and many cores and

I
minute flakes. A few of thu fragments of bone are distinctly charred.
Some of the knives and bones are encrusted with stalajjmitic matter, but
not in sufficient quantity to cement them toj,'ether ; and at the sides
and front of the cave there are knives and fragments of bone enclosed
in stalagmite, which is of a different colour and texture from that
of Nahr-el-Kelb, and contains shells of a small Helix. Several specimens
of the large edible Hdix were found in the cave earth, and one shell of a
small Turbo. No implements other than knives and scrapers were found,
except a pointed instrument about four inches in length, and an inch thick
at the butt, which had been roughly fashioned out of limestone.

According to Lartf't (Vowptes Rendus, 18(54), Dr. Hedenborg was the
first to direct attention to the Ant Elias caves, but he does not seem to have
examined their contents. M. Botta was the first to notice the rock shelters
near the Nahr-el-Kelb l^iver, which Lartet himself afterwards explored,
and which are obviously more modern in their contents than the breccias
of the Nahr-el-Kelb Pass.
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